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Natural communities of marine bacteria, an isolate (FMB-Bf3) from one marine community, and Escherichia
coli were examined by video microscopy for the magnitude and uniformity of their speed. Natural communities
formed tight microswarms that showed higher speeds (mean 5 230 mm s21) than did E. coli (15 mm s21) or
FMB-Bf3 (mean 5 62 mm s21). Outside the microswarms, the marine bacteria slowed to 45 mm s21. Between
turns, in mid run, and while travelling in straight lines, the natural-community bacteria accelerated up to 1,450
mm s22 while the cultured bacteria showed maximum accelerations of 70 and 166 mm s22. The frequency
distribution of speed change for the marine bacteria was skewed towards a few large negative accelerations and
a range of positive accelerations. The general pattern was one of relatively slow increases in speed followed by
abrupt declines. The results indicate that the mechanical generation and energetic maintenance, as well as the
environmental function, of bacterial motility need reappraisal. We conclude that the standard bacterial
motility parameters of low and uniform speed, derived from culture-based studies, are not necessarily appli-
cable to marine bacterial communities.

Bacteria respond to their environment through swimming.
Their speed and direction changes set limits on the environ-
mental cues to which they can respond (16). Direct observation
of motile bacteria has long provided insight into bacterial phys-
iology and ecology. Engelmann (7), Rothert (26), and others
(1) gave early descriptions of bacterial attraction to chemicals.
Macnab and Koshland (16) used direct observation to derive
the run-and-tumble chemotaxis model for enteric bacteria, in
which cells tumble less often running up an attractant gradient
than they do running down the gradient. In this process, they
found that bacteria temporally compare attractant concentra-
tions. Berg and Brown (3) described the parameters for che-
motaxis in Escherichia coli: relatively uniform speed, run
straightness, and a random turn angle. Uniform speed helps
ensure that runs up an attractant gradient are longer than runs
down the gradient, so that bias is introduced into what is
otherwise a random walk. Speed variation works against the
tumble frequency control to reduce the efficacy of the chemo-
taxis. Some variation, up to 30% of the motor rotation rate, is
apparently unavoidable because of the stochastic variation in
force-generating components (6). Straight runs provide a line
along which attractant concentrations can be compared. The
limit to the straightness of the run is set by the reorienting
effects of Brownian motion. Turn angle is nearly random for
enteric bacteria, resetting the direction of each run and making
the runs independent of each other.
Using a biased random walk to move up a gradient is inef-

ficient, as drift speeds are a small percentage of swimming
speeds. A random walk necessitates long periods of slow, uni-
form movement. Typically, speeds are 15 to 30 mm s21 for
enteric bacteria, making the process energetically inexpensive
with the high nutrient concentrations of most culture condi-
tions (25). Rotational diffusion from Brownian motion leaves
bacteria with no other method for taxis than the biased random
walk. Their movement precludes them from sensing a gradient

over their body length, and they must temporally integrate
chemical signals over a relatively straight run in order to detect
a gradient (2, 4). The gradient-detecting mechanism involves
dozens of proteins whose reactions require up to 200 ms, but
for enteric bacteria travelling at 30 mm s21 this is still fast
enough to allow them to react to sensed gradients before being
reoriented by Brownian motion (27). On the basis of the find-
ings of Segall et al. (27), faster reaction times may be required
for higher speeds.
Speeds up to 400 mm s21 have been reported for microme-

ter-sized heterotrophic bacteria from cultures and enriched
natural samples (18, 24). High speeds and the enormous req-
uisite energetic costs were predicted for marine bacteria (21),
as they have only about 100 ms before they are reoriented. This
is because they are among the smallest of bacteria, with aver-
age radii of 0.1 to 0.6 mm (14, 17). Their small size results in
Brownian motion influencing motility through translational
and rotational diffusion. Translational diffusion is small, at
about 1028 cm2 s21, or 103 times smaller than molecular dif-
fusion. In contrast, rotational diffusion is crucial as it reorients
marine-bacterium-sized cells at around 103 degrees over 1 s,
requiring cells to swim in excess of 100 mm s21 to achieve any
significant forward progress as a result of their swimming (21).
In their work on high-speed motility, Magariyama et al. (18)

reported on how these speeds translated to motor revolutions.
Mitchell et al. (24) reported on the long induction times and
nutrient regimes necessary to produce high speeds. The pur-
pose of this study is to report how the runs in high-speed
motility compare with the standard chemotactic-model param-
eters of low and uniform speed. The approach we took was to
look at the movement of bacteria between turns, focusing on
just the central section of a bacterial run. We then compared
these movements when the bacteria were in and outside bac-
terial aggregations.
Frymier et al. (10) found that bacterial speed and swimming

pattern changed as a function of distance from a surface for E.
coli moving 15 to 25 mm s21. Recording system bias, sample
size, and wall effects were examined to ensure that measured
speed changes were generated by the cell and were not arti-
facts.
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The dynamics of the bacterial environment run counter to
our inertia-based intuition and are important in understanding
speed changes and the potential for wall effects. The interplay
of forces is quantified by the ratio of crucial inertial parameters
(object length [l] and speed [s]) to the viscous parameter dy-
namic viscosity (v) to produce the dimensionless measure
called the Reynolds number (ls/v [25]). Values below 1 indicate
domination of viscous forces. Bacterial Reynolds numbers are
1026 to 1024, indicating that inertia is negligible compared
with viscosity. The effect for this study is that bacteria do not
coast (,0.1 Å [0.01 nm] [25]); their speed is effectively an
instantaneous response to change in flagellar rotation rate.
Moving at a low Reynolds number also means that viscosity

transmits frictional resistance from surfaces to the moving ob-
ject, slowing the object. This is generally referred to as a ‘‘wall
effect.’’ Speed reductions due to wall effects are small for
self-propelled cells (significant drag to four radii) and large for
sedimenting cells (significant drag to tens to hundreds of radii)
(4, 28). However, the work by Frymier et al. (10) suggests that
wall effect may influence variation of speed around the mean
and swimming pattern at distances greater than 4 cell radii. For
these reasons, we also investigated wall effects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Seawater samples were taken from Brighton beach near Adelaide, South
Australia. Natural bacterial communities from these samples were used in most
experiments along with E. coli, FCC 72, and a Brighton beach isolate, FMB-Bf3.
E. coli was used to calibrate motility measurements because its motility charac-
teristics are well established (3). Tryptic soy broth (TSB) was chosen as a nutrient
source as it did not appear to inhibit or limit motility. Samples and cultures were
grown overnight in 0.1% TSB, inoculated in 0.1% TSB in sterile seawater, and
incubated either shaken or unshaken at room temperature (20 to 238C) for 3 h.
Cells were shaken in a 208C reciprocating water bath. Samples were removed
with a sterile 50- to 200-ml autopipette tip, and a chamber was slowly filled.
The chambers were constructed of a slide and coverslip separated by coverslips

or slide pieces. Chambers were 7.5 3 1023, 1.7 3 1022, or 1.7 3 1021 cm deep.
Bacterial speed was measured according to the method of Mitchell et al. (22, 24)
by using the dark field on an Olympus BHT microscope at a magnification of
3200 and recorded at 24 frames s21. The dark-field microscopy permitted
visualization of cells with radii of 0.2 to 0.6 mm. For wall effect measurements,
triplicate recordings at each depth were made with a JVC TK-1280E video
camera. For all measurements, recordings were approximately 1 min. The speed
of 10 cells from each recording was measured frame by frame. To induce the
highest speeds, 0.3- to 1-mm-diameter air bubbles were introduced into the
chamber, presumably stimulating the cells by providing an oxygen gradient (8,
24). Speed change (acceleration or deceleration) was determined from three
frames. The speed determined from positional change in frames 2 and 3 was
subtracted from the speed determined from frames 1 and 2. Aggregations and
bands of cells were defined according to Fig. 7 in the paper by Mitchell et al. (24),
where the boundaries were delimited by exponential increases in individual cell
number and in turning frequencies. These are referred to as microswarms to
signify that they are not visible to the naked eye and to distinguish them from the
classical plate and microcapillary swarms.
The isolation medium was based on that of Malmcrona-Friberg et al. (19), with

the modification that the salt solution was replaced with artificial seawater.
Identification of isolates was by the carbon utilization method with the commer-
cially available Biolog plates and database (BIOLOG, Hayward, Calif.) (24).
Protocol modification consisted of using a suspension solution salinity of 3.5%
and a pH of 8.0.

RESULTS

Speed and wall effects. Speed measurements at different
depths in the chambers were not significantly different from
each other (Fig. 1). Shaken and unshaken samples showed no
difference. E. coli did not form microswarms in any experi-
ments and showed uniform speed under all conditions used (15
mm s21, 6 a 95% confidence interval [CI] of 1.5 mm s21) (Fig.
2a). The fast marine isolate from Brighton beach, FMB-Bf3,
was identified as Alteromonas haloplanktis on the basis of two
separate subcultures tested by the Biolog carbon utilization
method (Biolog octal identification number 0324-0304-0063-

4000-0021-2577-1137-3400; similarity index of 0.636 on Mi-
crolog 2 version 3.01). A. haloplanktis was significantly faster
(62 mm s21; 95% CI5 63.1 mm s21) (Fig. 2a) than E. coli, but
like E. coli it did not form microswarms. The mean speeds of
bacteria in enriched natural samples depended on their posi-
tion relative to observed microswarms. The mean marine bac-
terial community speeds were 230 mm s21 (95% CI 5 614 mm
s21) inside and 45 mm s21 (95% CI 5 61.2 mm s21) outside
the microswarms. Few bacteria in the microswarm attained
speeds above 280 mm s21 (Fig. 2b).
Accelerations. The natural communities of bacteria showed

larger ranges of acceleration than did E. coli or A. haloplanktis
(Fig. 3 and 4). The maximum acceleration for the natural
communities (1,450 mm s22) in the microswarm exceeded the
E. coli and A. haloplanktis maxima (70 and 166 mm s22, re-
spectively) by 21 and 8.7 times, while the maximum mi-
croswarm speed (305 mm s21) exceeded the maximum cul-
tured-bacterium speeds (24 and 86 mm s21, respectively) by 13
and 3.5 times. Outside the microswarms, natural-community
maximum acceleration (120 mm s22) was 1.7 and 0.72 times
those of E. coli and A. haloplanktis, while the maximum speed
for these natural communities outside the gradient (200 mm
s21) was 8.3 and 2.3 times the maxima for the cultured bacte-
ria. Comparing the ratio of acceleration to speed within each
group gave values of 4.7 for communities within microswarms,
0.61 for communities outside microswarms, 2.9 for E. coli, and
1.9 for A. haloplanktis. The accelerations of the natural com-
munities were skewed towards negative accelerations in the
frequency distributions (Fig. 4). This asymmetry was reflected
in individual bacterial paths (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION

Wall effects. Recent work (10) has measured wall effects for
bacteria moving approximately 20 mm s21, but in this case wall
effects became negligible beyond 2 mm from the surface. In our

FIG. 1. Assessing variability within test chambers. The line (h) represents
the speed of A. haloplanktis FMB-Bf3 at three chamber depths. Each point on
the line represents 180 bacteria from two separate experiments in which no
microswarms were present. The single point (2) at 15 mm s21 shows the speed
of E. coli measured at mid chamber under the same conditions. Error bars
indicate 95% CIs. The E. coli error bars (1.5 mm s21) are smaller than the point
representing the value.
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study there were no detectable wall effects (Fig. 1). If they did
exist, they were smaller than the differences of a few microme-
ters per second that we could detect. This was probably due to
our making the acceleration measurements in the center of the
chamber. We conclude that wall effects did not influence or
cause speed changes. This is consistent with theoretical work
on the size of the viscous sphere of influence for bacteria (4).
Verification and isolation of high-speed bacteria. The E. coli

speeds of 9 to 24 mm s22 are consistent with the speeds found
by Brown and Berg (3), so that the high speeds of the marine
bacteria appear to be real differences in magnitude that set

their motility apart from that of the enteric bacteria. While the
fastest of these marine bacteria have not yet been isolated, our
marine isolate, A. haloplanktis, was significantly faster than E.
coli. Our failure to isolate the fastest of the marine bacteria is
not surprising given the low percentage of marine bacteria that
are culturable (9) and how little we know about what controls
the induction of the very high speeds in either the laboratory or
the field.
The contribution of Brownian acceleration. Since Brownian

motion moves cells with continuing changes in speed and di-
rection, part of all measured accelerations was Brownian and
not of biological origin. To determine how large the Brownian
contribution was, we calculated the translational diffusion, in-
cluding the cell and flagella together, as ft 5 fc 1 ff, where ft is
the total translational frictional drag coefficient, fc is the drag
coefficient for a spherical cell, and ff is the drag coefficient for
the flagellum. On the basis of the data of Berg (2), ft 5 (6phac)
1 (6phaf)/ln(2af/bf), where h is dynamic viscosity (1022 g cm21

s21), ac is the cell radius (43 1025 cm), af is the major flagellar
radius (1023 cm), and bf is the minor flagellar radius (33 1026

cm). The translational diffusion, D, is calculated as D 5 kT/ft,
where k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature in
kelvins. Together, k and T are the energy of thermal fluctua-
tion and have a room temperature value of ;4 3 10214 g cm2

s22. D then is ;1029 cm2 s21. The translational displacement,
x, is calculated as x 5 (2Dt)1/2, where t is the frame time (4 3
1022 s) and x ; 1025 cm or 0.1 mm. For 0.1 mm/t, the speed is
;2 mm s21. In two frame intervals, the speed can appear to

FIG. 2. Number of bacteria moving at given speeds. (a) E. coli speeds (■)
and A. haloplanktis speeds (1). E. coli cells that did not move were not included
in the 0- to 10-mm-s21 bin. Although both groups had members in the 20- to
30-mm-s21 bin, within the bin there was no overlap between the two groups. (b)
Natural-community speeds outside (■) and inside (1) the microswarm. Note the
long tail towards lower speeds for the bacteria in the microswarm. Some bacteria
did not appear to respond to either the apparent gradient or microswarming
bacteria.

FIG. 3. Frequency distributions of accelerations (micrometers second22) of
E. coli (1) and A. haloplanktis (■) mid run between turns. Compare the range
of these accelerations with those of natural communities in Fig. 4.

FIG. 4. Frequency distributions of accelerations of natural communities out-
side (a) and within (b) a microswarm. Measuring large numbers of cells outside
the microswarm indicated that there were no cells moving with accelerations of
those observed within the microswarm. Notice that panel a shows log frequency.
Both distributions show asymmetry in which there are more large decelerations
than there are large positive accelerations, indicating that cells slow down more
abruptly than they speed up, which is consistent with movement in a low-
Reynolds-number environment.
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change by a maximum of 4 mm s21 and an average of ;2 mm
s21, corresponding to an acceleration of 24 mm s22. This falls
on the border between our zero and nonzero bins for Fig. 3 and
encompasses 3 of our 20 bins represented in Fig. 4a. It is 60
times less than the maximum acceleration in Fig. 4b. The
potential contribution of Brownian acceleration was further
minimized by taking a three-point running mean of the data
(Fig. 5), which effectively integrates the acceleration over four
frame intervals (167 ms), reducing the maximum Brownian
acceleration to less than 20 mm s22. We conclude that except
for the slowest accelerations of the slowest bacteria, Brownian
motion contributes little to the observed acceleration from our
data. This conclusion is further supported by the skewed dis-
tribution of the accelerations shown in Fig. 3, 4, and 5, since
Brownian motion is an inherently statistically symmetrical pro-
cess. We interpret the skewness as a biological signature of the
acceleration mechanism.
The role of large accelerations. On the basis of the data in

Fig. 3 and 4, we define large acceleration as absolute values
greater than 100 mm s22. The speed difference is a quantitative
distinction. We believe the large accelerations observed for
microswarming marine bacteria in comparison with enteric
bacteria indicate qualitative as well as quantitative differences
in motility function. Specifically, we infer that the sensing and
control mechanisms may differ between smooth-swimming and
rapidly shifting bacteria.
Acceleration was important for highlighting the variable re-

sponse of the bacterial community. The values in the ‘‘Accel-
erations’’ section of Results were given as maxima because the
averages were zero and did not show net acceleration. In the
microswarms, acceleration maxima were as much as 21 times
the culture values, but outside the microswarms, acceleration
maxima dropped to as low as 0.72 times the culture values. In
contrast, the bacterial-community speeds were always faster
than speeds of the cultures. From this, we conclude that the
increase in acceleration was not a linear function of speed.
In the low-Reynolds-number environment of bacteria, large

negative accelerations are consistent with bacteria stopping;
since there is effectively no inertia, stopping is instantaneous
(4). For our results, however, the negative accelerations occur
without stopping, over hundreds of milliseconds in mid run.
The accelerations reported here are qualitatively consistent
with observed fluctuations of up to 30% for motor rotation rate
(6) but quantitatively distinct in that the magnitude difference
is about 500% of the maximum speed.
Three lines of evidence indicate that the observed speed

changes are coordinated and not erratic or random. The first
and simplest is that the bacteria are capable of forming coher-
ent microswarms on the scale of tens to hundreds of microme-
ters. Secondly, if we use the ratio of acceleration magnitude to
speed as an indicator of swimming smoothness, the marine
community value is 4.5 inside but 0.6 outside the microswarm.
Taking this as an indicator of relative run smoothness, the runs
of marine bacteria outside the microswarm are smoother than
those of E. coli (2.9) and A. haloplanktis (1.9). The third line of
evidence is the skewed frequency distribution of the accelera-
tions.
Skewed acceleration distribution. The skewed distribution

of accelerations at first appears quite curious since the cells
were not slower at the end of the run than they were at the
beginning. Runs were without net speed change because there
were many small positive accelerations that were counted as
zero in the frequency bins. Since there is no coasting in this
environment, the negative accelerations are not a consequence
of turning the motors off for a short time but may represent the
bacterial equivalent of a gear change. The rapid deceleration
during a gear change would be consistent with the high drag-
to-inertia ratios found at low Reynolds numbers. The asym-
metry between positive and negative accelerations may reflect
the contribution of viscosity to speed decreases and retardation
of speed increases.
Knowing that the asymmetry is a function of changing

speeds in a low-Reynolds-number environment does not pro-
vide insight into why or how speeds are changed. The large
speed changes may be useful in responding to small steep
gradients predicted to exist in the ocean (5, 11, 12, 23).
Whether this is the case, the changes present a conceptual and
qualitative difference from the standard run-and-tumble model
and from how cells compare concentrations between separate
sections of a run. The simplest mechanism is if the bacteria
measure concentration only in the accelerating portion of the
run. Since some of these portions are less than 100 ms, the
reaction time would have to be faster than that of enteric
bacteria. Segall et al. (27) has pointed out that enteric bacteria
are operating more slowly than the theoretical minimum for
bacterial reaction times but concluded that enteric bacteria did
not need faster reaction times. It would appear that at least
some marine bacteria do possess fast reaction times.
The mechanistic connection between skewed and variable

accelerations is intriguing but unclear. Kudo et al. (13) found
changes in motor rotation speeds for Salmonella typhimurium,
but these changes were regular oscillations of a few millisec-
onds, about an order of magnitude faster than we could detect
in our study. Oscillations that were variable in magnitude and
frequency were found only in a switch chemotaxis mutant of S.
typhimurium. The maximum and minimum drift values for their
oscillations were less than 10% of mean values, and no conver-
sion from their units of intensity (photons reflected) per 400 ms
to cell speed was provided. We note that the probability distri-
bution of motor rotation speed in the work of Kudo et al. (13)
shows the same skewness that we found in accelerations, but
over a range of only a small percentage of the total rotation speed.
High-speed energetics. Beyond the mechanics of how high

FIG. 5. Three representative bacterial tracks from high-speed microswarm-
ing bacteria. Each line is a three-point running mean. The different track lengths
represent different amounts of time on the screen. All three tracks show gradual
speed increases and abrupt decreases. The figure is split in two in order to clearly
show the range of change. The y axes are on different scales. Each frame step
corresponds to 1/24 of a second.
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speeds and large accelerations are generated lies the question
of how much energy is required to maintain these speeds and
accelerations. This is of interest at the cellular and ecological
levels. Investigators (15, 20) have shown that the propulsive
efficiency of flagella is reduced by decreasing temperature and
increasing speed. The experiments of Lowe et al. (15) were
carried out at 15 to 30 mm s21 and 20 to 378C, with resulting
efficiency estimates of less than 1%. The marine bacteria used
in this study operate at the bottom of that temperature range
and travel an order of magnitude faster. These results applied
to these marine bacteria imply potential efficiencies of much
less than 1%. This is difficult to reconcile with estimates for
energy consumption which indicate that marine bacteria would
be consuming 100% of available energy at just over 100 mm s21

(21). The microswarming bacteria move at two to three times
this value, so it would appear that these bacteria possess in-
creased flagellar and motor efficiency or increased energy pro-
duction. Resolution of the issue of speed control awaits cul-
turing of these bacteria or development and application of
methods that permit more-detailed experiments with natural
communities.
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